
Accept Not Accept Notes
Item #1 Eliminate the 8"x24" Cast Stone cap at the top of the brick 

around the building.  Replace it with standard brick.
($1,300) If needed

Item #2 Provide less brick veneer and replace it with metal wall panels. 
Determine a cost/sf difference if possible.  Assume 25% 
reduction for estimating purposes

($5,000) If needed

Item #3a Field paint the exposed, steel (angled) braces at the pitched 
roof structure.

($10,000)

Item #3b Eliminate the exposed, powder coated steel (angled) braces at 
the pitched roof structure and shorten the overhang by +/-2'-
0".  The flush metal soffit can therefore be lowered to conceal 
all exposed metal.  Metal fascia shall be used to conceal the 
HSS fascia structural metal.

($15,000)

Item #4 Eliminate the pitched roof structure at the end of the building 
above the study rooms and laundry rooms.

($10,000)
Revised 

drawings?

Item #5 Eliminate the pitched roof structure at the "bend" in the 
building above the student lounges.

($4,500)

Item #6 Eliminate window AA at Stair 191.  Provide a type "X" 
aluminum framed storefront window at each landing (2 total).  
Provide brick and metal siding infill.

($8,400)

Item #7 Eliminate curtain wall JJ at Stair 199.  Maintain aluminum 
doors 199E and 199F.  Door 199F shall have 1" insulated 
prefinished metal infill panels in lieu of glazing.  Provide a type 
"X" aluminum framed storefront window at each landing (3 
total).  Provide brick and metal siding infill.

($16,520)

Item #8 Eliminate curtain walls DD, EE and FF (4-stories tall).  Provide 
aluminum storefront opening "W" at each floor (4 total).  
Provide brick and metal siding infill.

($28,440)

Item #9 Eliminate curtain walls GG and HH (4-stories tall).  Provide a 
type "X" aluminum framed storefront window at each Laundry 
and Study room (8 total).  Provide brick and metal siding infill.

($21,840)

Item #10 Eliminate curtain wall Z (4-stories tall).  Provide aluminum 
framed storefront glazing in its place at the curtain wall Z 
insulated glazing locations on levels 1, 2 and 3.  Eliminate the 
spandrel glazing on levels 1, 2 and 3.  On level three provide 
an operable window that's 3'-0" x 4'-4" to match the operable 
sach of Window "P".  Provide brick and metal siding infill.

($4,400)
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Item #11a Eliminate curtain wall KK (3-stories tall).  Provide aluminum 
framed storefront glazing in its place at the curtain wall KK 
insulated glazing locations on levels 2 and 4.  On level three, 
eliminate the glazing all together.  Provide brick and metal 
siding infill.

($5,880)

Item #11b Eliminate curtain wall LL (2-stories tall).  Provide aluminum 
framed storefront glazing in its place at Level 2.  Eliminate the 
spandrel glazing on levels 2 and 3.  On level three provide a 
type "P" window.  Provide brick infill.  

($4,200)

Item #11c Eliminate curtain wall MM (2-stories tall).  Provide aluminum 
framed storefront glazing in its place at Level 2.  Eliminate the 
spandrel glazing on levels 2 and 3.  On level three provide a 
type "P" window in Bedroom 305G.  Provide brick infill.

($4,160)

Item #12 Alternate ceiling tile / grid (A1) $0 If available?

Item #13 Alternate carpet (C1) $0 No

Item #14 Alternate carpet (C2)

($5,000)
Change carpet 

C2 to C3. 
Possible?

Item #15 Alternate carpet (C3) $0

Item #16 Eliminate the fiber reinforced plastic laminate panels (F1) at all 
resident room toilet rooms.  Provide standard painted walls in 
their place.

($8,000)
If needed. 
Could add 

later.

Item #17 Eliminate the fiber reinforced plastic laminate panels (F1) at all 
resident room toilet rooms.  Provide an alternative, cleanable 
"sheet panel" product in their place.

($2,000)

Item #18 In lieu of the 1,000 pound rated Pedi-Tred walk-off mat (M1) 
use a more standard foot traffic rated mat such as Pedi-Mat. ($2,000) If needed

Item #19 Alternate sheet vinyl (SV2) in resident bathrooms. $0 If available?

Item #20 Eliminate the Idea Paint (P7).  The wall in each study room 
shall remain painted (P6) with no (P7) overpaint.

$0
Could add 

later.

Item #21 Eliminate the Resin Panels (RP1 and RP2) along with Tile 
(T2) at the reception desk.  In place of the resin panels, the 
plastic laminate background shall remain. In place of the tile 
(T2) provide a premium finish plastic laminate.  For both 
plastic laminates, there shall be vertical wood battens at +/- 4'-
0" o.c.

$0

Item #22 Provide wood ceiling (WD1) as drawn and specified.  This 
product was associated with Alternate Bid #9 which, if 
selected, will eliminate the wood ceiling. This will be an add.

$24,000
This is an 

ADD.  Could 
add later.
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Item #23 Provide the 3' long plastic laminate shelf, brace and wall hooks 
in each resident room.  This was associated with Alternate Bid 
#9 which, if selected, will eliminate these shelves.  This will be 
an add.

$0
This is an 

ADD. Could 
add later.

Item #24 Provide the toilet room shelf (SH1) in each resident bathroom.  
This was associated with Alternate Bid #9 which, if selected, 
will eliminate these shelves.  This will be an add.

$0
This is an 

ADD.  Could 
add later.

Item #25 Eliminate the glass shower doors in the resident rooms.  
Provide a heavy duty shower curtain rod in it's place.

($20,000)
Privacy 

concerns

Item #26 Eliminate the interior brick column surrounds at the following 
approximate grid locations.  1st Floor: C5, E5, F5 and D3.  2nd 
Floor: B5, C5, E5, F5, G5, K5, K8, G3 and D3. 3rd Floor: B5, 
C5, E5, F5, G5, K5 and D3.  In place of brick provide standard 
gypsum board painted finish.  Provide 2 corner guards (CG1) 
for each location.

($25,000)

Item #27 Eliminate the door mounted mirrors in the resident rooms. $0

Item #28 Eliminate the custom steel panels in the Atrium (2nd floor open 
to below) area.  Replace with woven metal mesh to match the 
mesh used in the stair towers.

$0 If needed

Item #29 Tile (T1) in central living area is shown to be installed at 45 
degrees to most of the surrounding space.  Turn the tile 45 
degrees to be square with the surrounding space.

$0

Item #30 The current elevator is a 7-stop elevator with 8 openings 
located on the front and the back.  Provide a 4-stop elevator 
with 5 openings by eliminating the intermediate stops that 
match up to Heidepriem Hall.  The top level will still have a 
front and rear opening option.  Eliminate the 3 smoke curtains 
associated with these stops.

($30,000)
Prepare price 

for 
consideration

Item #31 By addendum #5, the electronic hardware was eliminated from 
the contract and defined to be provided by the owner. 
Assuming Alternate Bid #8 is accepted and electronic 
hardware is provided by BHSU, provide the CAT6 data cabling 
to the resident room locks identified in Alternate Bid #8 (this 
will be an add).  Eliminate the cylinder lock and one ball 
bearing hinge at the resident room locks identified in Alternate 
Bid #8 (this will be a deduct).

$0

NCS is looking 
into alternate 

products. This 
may be an 

add.

Item #32 Define the value of the work being done to Thomas Hall and 
Heidepriem Hall.  This includes demolition, Restroom 160, Hall 
187, Custodial 260, Custodial 360, ceiling repair work on 3rd 
floor, roof access door 460B, roof access stair at door 460B 
and structural roofing repairs at both roofs.  This is an 
informational bid item only and won't affect the contract price. 

$0
$253,990. 

Informational.

Item #33a RFP#M-1 from John W. Hey & Company dated February 1, 
2014 (2 pages) attached.  Diffusers (LEED - comfort).

($2,400)

Item #33b RFP#M-1 from John W. Hey & Company dated February 1, 
2014 (2 pages) attached. Fan Coil Motors (LEED).

($63,600)
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Item #33c RFP#M-1 from John W. Hey & Company dated February 1, 
2014 (2 pages) attached. Temp. Controls (LEED).

($16,500)

Item #34 RFP#M-2 from John W. Hey & Company dated February 1, 
2014 (2 pages) attached. (Temp. Controls (LEED).

($3,200)

Item #35 RFP#M-3 from John W. Hey & Company dated February 1, 
2014 (1 page) attached. (Insulation Changes at piping)

($14,350)

Item #36 RFP#M-4 from John W. Hey & Company dated February 1, 
2014 (1 page) attached. (Delete 1 water heater)

($13,400)

Item #37 RFP#M-5 from John W. Hey & Company dated February 1, 
2014 (1 page) attached. (Digital gas meter - LEED).

($15,100)

Item #38 Change bus on panelboards and Main Distribution Panel 
(MDP) from copper to aluminum.

($2,521)

Item #39a Change Service feeders from transformer to MDP and from 
MDP to all panelboards from copper to aluminum.

($24,165)

Item #39b Change Main Distribution feeders from transformer to building 
from copper to aluminum.

($8,866)

Item #40 Eliminate the colored concrete at the amphitheater and the 
knee-walls around the entries to the building.

($1,000)

Item #41 Reduce the plant material schedule (quantity) by 10% for each 
type of landscaping listed.

($5,000)

Item #42 Eliminate upper level pitched roof at the central commons area 
and provide flat roof instead.

$0

Item #43 Eliminate glu lam beam trims around balcony above living 
room.  Provided a framed gypsum board edge.

($1,500)

Item #44 Eliminate fireplace including the stone, concrete hearth, wood 
beams, etc.  Maintain fire-rated shaft.

($23,000)

Item #45 Delete metal wall panels in favor of EIFS.  EIFS shall NOT be 
a barrier type system but rather a drainage / weep system. ($35,000)

Item #46 Revise detail for overhang braces which penetrate building 
wall i.e. detail 41,42 / 11.22.

$0 See Item #3.

Item #47 Delete membrane under shower pans (manufacturer says they 
are not needed).  Affect on floor drain?

($5,000)

Item #48 Change standing seam metal roof areas to asphalt shingles.  
Snow guards shall still be provided.

($40,000)

Item #49 Eliminate Sarnifil membrane at bridge.  Replace with different 
membrane or mop-on waterproofing.

($10,000)
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Item #50 Delete site benches.

($11,942)

Investigate 
equal product. 

Could add 
later.

Item #51 Delete pre-manufactured bike shelters and provide shelters 
manufacutured by a steel supplier.

($20,000)

Item #52 Topsoil testing to verify if soil admixture is required. $0

Item #53 Eliminate concrete cable mats and provide sugar rock ($23,000)

Item #54 Concrete infill at amphitheater in lieu of concrete pavers ($8,000)

Item #55 Accept Alternate Bid #3 (Temperature Controls) ($8,000)

Item #56 Delete 8 rooms at east and move stair 199 to south side of 
building.  Shorten building by +/- 12'-8".

($415,000)

Item #57

Accept Not Accept
Total: ($344,334) ($633,850)

Base bid: $11,800,000
ABI #1 (Delete Interior Glass at Stairs) ($52,000) Building
ABI #5 (Built-in Wardrobes) $32,000 Building
ABI #7 (Automated Window Blinds) $21,000 Building
ABI #8 (Alternate Light Fixtures) ($62,000) Building
ABI #9 (Misc. Interior Finish Upgrades) ($76,000) Building
ABI #12 (Fire Pit) ($9,000) Site
Value engineering with Kurtz Construction ($344,334) Varies

Building ($279,392)
Site ($64,942)

Total contract amount $11,309,666
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